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INCREASE OF MEDICAL STUDENTS IN TEN YEARS.-In 1883-84
the number of regular schools of medicine in the United States was
88; in 1893-94 it was 109. Homœopathic schools in 1883-84, 13;
in 1S 93 -9 4, '9; and eclectic, 9 in 1883-84, and 9 in 1893-94. The
number of students increased in this period from ro,6oo to 17,601.-
Medical Record.

KEEP in, to the most pronounced degree, the procession of the
medical profession; keep in the front of the procession, in the band
waggon if you can, if not, somewhere along the line, even at the tail
end ; don't drop out-the doctor who drops out of the procession, or
hesitates, is lost-in other words, make up your mind to keep ahead
of the times, rather than behind them.-Love's Lancc.

TE CACHET S. CHAPIREAU--For solid medicines the Cachet S.
Chapireau is in all respects the most expeditious, efficacious and prac-
tical form of medium. It can be readily taken by anyone, even by
children, whereas there are thousands -whoare unable to swallow a
pill. The composition of this cachet dissolves as soon as it reaches
the stomach, and consequently the medicine takes immediate effect.
Being made of the thinnest possible wafer, it cannot interfere with
digestion or create disturbance in the most delicate stomach. For
fuller explanation we would refer to the advertisement of the Canadian
Specialty Company, 33 Front Street East, Toronto, Ont., who are the
Canadian agents, and have placed a great many machines and cachets
all through the Dominion, and who will mail samples of the cachets
on application.

Four> DRUxK.-When the police in Denmark find anyone in the
streets drunk and incapable, they take him in a cab to the station,
where he gets sober under a surgcon's care. On recovering sobriety
the police take him home. A bill for the services of the cabman, the
surgeon, and the police agents for special duty is ·then presented to
the host of the establishment where the patient took his last drink.
In Turkey, if a Turk falls down in the street while intoxicated and is
arrested, he is sentenccd to the bastinado, which punishment is
repeated as far as the third offence. After the third bastinadoing he is
considered to be incorrigible, and is called " Imperial," or -privileged"
drunkard. If arrested after that lhe has only to give his name and
address, and state that he is a "privileged" drunkard, when he is
released and conductcd home, the bill for these kindnesses heing
rendered to him for payment next day.-British Jedicalfourna.


